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Abstract
Recent years have seen rapid growth of online services
that rely on large-scale server clusters to handle high volume of requests. Such clusters must adaptively control
the CPU utilizations of many processors in order to maintain desired soft real-time performance and prevent system
overload in face of unpredictable workloads. This paper
presents DUC-LB, a novel distributed utilization control algorithm for cluster-based soft real-time applications. Compared to earlier works on utilization control, a distinguishing feature of DUC-LB is its capability to handle system dynamics caused by load balancing, which is a common and
essential component of most clusters today. Simulation results and control-theoretic analysis demonstrate that DUCLB can provide robust utilization control and effective load
balancing in large-scale clusters.

1. Introduction
Recent years have seen the rapid growth of real-time online services such as online gaming and live data streaming. Such services usually rely on large-scale server clusters to execute high volume of service requests in parallel. These service requests can be characterized as realtime tasks with soft deadlines. For instance, online games
require service requests to be processed within certain delay bounds to support real-time coordination among players. Similarly, live data streaming applications such as stock
price update and sport scoreboard also require periodic data
refreshing within soft deadlines. A key challenge faced by
these cluster-based applications is to maintain desired realtime performance and service availability in face of highly
unpredictable workloads in an open environment such as
the Internet. An effective approach to meet this challenge
is to dynamically enforce desired utilization bounds on all
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the processors in a cluster through online admission control.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of multi-processor
utilization control in large-scale real-time clusters.
While feedback-based utilization control has shown
promise as an effective approach for dynamic performance
management in distributed real-time systems [25, 28, 32],
real-time clusters introduce two important new challenges
in utilization control that have not been addressed in the
literature. First, many large-scale clusters employ load balancing mechanisms in order to prevent hot spots and reduce
average service response time. A utilization control algorithm designed for such clusters must achieve system stability and desired utilizations by handling the interactions
between multiple processors due to load balancing. Furthermore, the utilization control scheme must be highly scalable
in clusters composed of many processors. Distributed control algorithms are therefore required in such systems.
In this paper we present DUC-LB, a novel Distributed
Utilization Control algorithm designed for large scale realtime clusters with Load Balancing. DUC-LB can provide
robust utilization guarantees to all processors in a real-time
cluster through feedback-based admission control. Compare to earlier works on distributed utilization control [28],
a distinguishing feature of DUC-LB is its capability to handle system dynamics caused by load balancing. Moreover,
as a distributed control scheme, DUC-DLB is suitable for
large-scale real-time clusters. Specifically, our work has
three main contributions:
• We derive a differential-equation model that characterizes the system dynamics with a common load balancing scheme called diffusive load balancing [7].
• We propose the DUC-LB algorithm that can provide
robust utilization guarantees to all processors in a cluster through localized control loops.
• We provide rigorous stability analysis of DUC-LB in
face of variable workloads based on distributed control

theory.

control the CPU utilizations, which is important for a realtime cluster to deliver desired real-time performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 reviews previous work related to our research. Section 3
formalizes the problem. Section 4 presents the design and
analysis of DUC-LB. Section 5 provides simulation results
and Section 6 concludes the paper.

3. Utilization Control in Real-time Clusters
In this section we first present the system model, and
then formulate the utilization control problem in real-time
clusters.

2. Related work

3.1. System Model

A multitude of load balancing approaches have been proposed for real-time distribute systems [3, 4, 22, 27, 30, 31].
While load balancing is an effective approach for handling
overload in parts of the system, it can not provide overload
protection when the workload exceeds the capacity of the
entire cluster. Instead of proposing a new load balancing
algorithm, we aim to develop a utilization control algorithm
that enforces desired utilization bounds in a real-time cluster with load balancing. Specifically, we focus on a common load balancing approach called diffusive load balancing (DLB) [6–8, 17] in this work. We choose DLB because
it is a dynamic and scalable load balancing approach which
is particularly suitable for large real-time clusters (see Section 4.1).
A survey of feedback performance control in computing systems is presented in [1]. Several papers applied control theory to real-time scheduling and utilization control of
single-processor systems [2, 12, 16, 24, 26, 37]. These algorithms are designed to control the performance of a single
processor and hence are not applicable to real-time clusters.
Several recent papers proposed centralized utilization
control algorithms [21, 25, 33] for distributed real-time systems. These algorithms can not scale effectively in large
clusters. Among them the algorithm proposed in [33] also
deal with distributed real-time system with load balancing
but the effect of load balancing is not considered in the
controller design. In contrast, both DFCS [28] and DEUCON [32] adopted distributed control approaches. However, neither of them can handle load balancing. As shown
in our simulation results (Section 5), load balancing can
have a significant impact on system stability under utilization control. A key novelty of our work is that we explicitly
incorporate the dynamics of DLB in the model and design
of our control algorithm. Another advantage of DUC-LB
is that it only relies on admission control as the adaptation
mechanism. In contrast, DEUCON uses task rates control,
and DFCS assumes that tasks have multiple service levels. DUC-LB therefore can handle a more general workload
model on real-time clusters.
A recent paper [13] proposed a control-based load balancing algorithm for optimizing the response times of a
DB2 server through memory allocation. However, this algorithm uses a centralized controller and is not designed to

We assume a workload model that is a representative of
soft real-time applications running on clusters such as realtime data streaming that periodically update stock prices or
game scores. Thus we can model the workload as a set
of periodic tasks with soft deadlines. A task T i has a period pi and an estimated execution time c i . The estimated
utilization of T i , Ui = ci /pi . To avoid underutilizing the
servers, these soft real-time applications are usually scheduled based on their estimated execution times (instead of
worst-case execution times). However, the actual execution
times are usually unknown. The utilization of the processor
Pi , ui , is the fraction of the time that the processor is not
idle in a time interval. Note that the processor’s utilization
indicates the actual system load.
In a cluster, the processors are connected in a regular pattern by a high-speed network. The common topologies of
regular network in distributed system include mesh, torus,
cube and hyper cube [14]. We assume a network structure
of 2-dimension torus in this work, as shown in Figure 1.
However, our analysis and design presented in this paper
can be easily extended to other types of regular networks.
A cluster comprises n2 processors, {Pi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n},
which are homogeneous in terms of speed and functionality.
Each processor in the cluster executes the DLB algorithm for load balancing. DLB may migrate a task to a new
processor after an instance of the task has been completed
and before its next instance is started. After migration, the
next instance will be started on the new processor. This
mechanism is supported by many clusters. More details of
DLB will be presented in Section 4.1.

3.2. Problem Formulation
Before formulating the problem, we first introduce some
notations. The sampling period, T s , of utilization control is
assumed to be equal to the period of load balancing. We use
ui,j (k) to denote the processor P i,j ’s utilization during the
k th sampling period [(k − 1)T s , kTs ]. The utilization set
point of the processors, λ, is specified by the user based on
the desired degree of overload protection and the schedulable utilization bound of the workload and the scheduling
2

algorithm of the system. Because all processors are homogeneous and perform load balancing in the system model,
we assume that all processors have the same utilization set
point. For a processor P i,j , the controller output, r i,j (k),
is the change in the estimated utilization that need to be accommodated via admission control in the sampling period
[kTs , (k + 1)Ts ]. If ri,j (k) > 0, the processor Pi,j needs to
admit some tasks, otherwise it needs to reject some tasks.
The utilization control in real-time clusters can be formulated as follows:

when compared to the processor’s capacity. This assumption holds in many clusters where each server executes a
large number of tasks.
We now derive the dynamic model of a processor. Since
a cluster is composed of homogeneous processors connected by a regular network, all processors share the same
model. The global model of entire real-time cluster’s dynamics can be captured by aggregating all the processors’
model. The utilization of a individual processor in real-time
clusters is influenced by two types of dynamics: the utilization variation of tasks running on the local processor and
tasks migrated from or to neighbor processors due to load
balancing.
Without considering load balancing, the utilization
ui,j (k + 1) of the processor P i,j can be modeled as [24]:

Problem. Given the utilization set point λ for all processors in a real-time cluster with DLB, the goal of utilization
control at the k th sampling period is to choose r i,j (k) to
minimize the following objective:


2
2
∀Pi,j , min ρ1 (ui,j (k + 1) − λ) + ρ2 ri,j
(k) , (1)

ui,j (k + 1) = ui,j (k) + gi,j ri,j (k),

(2)

where gi,j is the utilization gain which represents the ratio
between the actual utilization change and the estimated one.
A contribution of our work is a dynamic model for explicitly incorporating DLB. DLB makes load balancing decisions based on the local information in a distributed manner and migrates tasks between neighbors. Since DLB does
not require any global information, it can scale to large clusters and retain the communication locality of the clusters.
Specifically, DLB compares the utilization of the local processor, Pi,j , to its neighbors {Pl,m ∈ Ni,j }, where Ni,j
is the set of neighbor processors of P i,j . When detecting
a difference in the utilization between the local processor
and its neighbors, DLB transfers tasks from a heavy load
processor to a light load processor. According to the DLB
algorithm, the dynamics of the processor P i,j under DLB
can be modeled as follows:

where ρ1 , ρ2 are optimization weights.
The optimization objective (1) includes two terms. The
first term is the tracking error, i.e., the difference between
the utilization and the set point. The system needs to minimize the tracking error in order to achieve the desired utilization. The second term is the control cost. A higher control cost requires the system to admit or reject more tasks
which incurs higher run-time overhead. A user can achieve
the desired balance between the tracking error and the control cost by assigning them appropriate weights.

4. Design and Analysis of DUC-LB
We present the design and analysis of DUC-LB in this
section. As illustrated in Figure 1, DUC-LB employs a distributed control topology with a local controller located on
each processor. Each local controller only communicates
with its neighbors on the regular network. The primary goal
of the control design is to guarantee global system stability
and maintain utilization guarantees through localized control. In this section, we first present the dynamic model of
real-time clusters with DLB as the foundation of our design. After introducing the key control variables we describe the localized feedback control loop in DUC-LB. We
then present the detailed design and stability analysis of the
control algorithm.

ui,j (k+1)=ui,j (k)+



l,m
hl,m
i,j κi,j (ul,m (k) − ui,j (k)), (3)

Pl,m ∈Ni,j

l,m
where κl,m
i,j is the diffusive constant and h i,j is the utilization gain of the tasks migrated between P i,j and Pl,m . κl,m
i,j
is a tunable parameter that determines the number of tasks
that are migrated between P i,j and Pl,m in response to the
difference in their utilizations. Specifically, tasks with a
total estimated utilization of κ l,m
i,j (ul,m (k) − ui,j (k)) are
migrated from P l,m to Pi,j ; on the other hand, when
ul,m < ui,j , tasks with a total estimated utilization of
|κl,m
i,j (ul,m (k) − ui,j (k)) | are migrated from P i,j to Pl,m .
l,m
hi,j is the ratio between the actual utilization of the tasks
migrated between P i,j and Pl,m and the estimated one. The
DLB model (3) is subjected to two fundamental constraints
[8]:
 l,m
1−
κi,j ≥ 0.
(4)
κl,m
i,j ≥ 0,

4.1. Dynamic Model of DLB
The fluid model suggested in [1, 18, 19, 29] is adopted
to approximate the system dynamics. In the fluid model, a
processor is approximated by a liquid vessel in which the
level of liquid represents to the processor’s utilization. The
fluid model assumes that the utilization of each task is small

Pl,m ∈Ni

3

• Processor’s interconnection variables: Processor’s
interconnection variables represent the information exchanged between different processors for diffusive
load balancing. There are two kinds of interconnection
variables for each processor P i,j : the output interconnection variable, which is the utilization of the local
processor sent to its neighbors, and the input interconnection variable, which is a vector including the utilizations of neighbor processors received by the local
processor. We denote the utilization of the processor
l,m
(k) during
Pl,m received by the processor P i,j as vi,j
the sampling period [(k − 1)T s , kTs ]. Likewise we denote the utilization of the processor P i,j sent to Pl,m as
l,m
wi,j
(k). Accordingly, the processor P i,j has input and
output interconnection variables, v i,j (k) and wi,j (k),
respectively:

To simplify the controller design we assume the diffusive constant on each processor share the same value κ so
that a same controller can be applied to every processor in
the cluster. Under this assumption, the constraints can be
rewritten as more specific form, 0 ≤ κ ≤ 0.25, because we
restrict ourselves on 2-dimension torus.
As depicted in Figure 1, N i,j , the set of neighbors of
the processor Pi,j , can be identified directly as N i,j =
{Pi+1,j , Pi,j+1 , Pi−1,j , Pi,j−1 }. Thus we can write the
model of the processor P i,j in a real-time cluster by integrating the equation (2) and (3) into a specific form
ui,j (k + 1) = (1 − 4κ



hl,m
i,j )ui,j (k)

Pl,m ∈Ni,j

+κ



hl,m
i,j ul,m (k) + gi,j ri,j (k).

(5)

Pl,m ∈Ni,j


T
i+1,j
i,j+1
i−1,j
i,j−1
(k), vi,j
(k), vi,j
(k), vi,j
(k) ,
vi,j (k)= vi,j

T
i+1,j
i,j+1
i−1,j
i,j−1
(k), wi,j
(k), wi,j
(k), wi,j
(k) .
wi,j (k)= wi,j

We call (5) as nominal model when g i,j = hl,m
i,j = 1, that
is,

(9)

ui,j (k+1) = (1−4κ)ui,j (k)+κ (ui+1,j (k) + ui−1,j (k)
+ui,j+1 (k) + ui,j−1 (k)) + gi,j ri,j (k).

(6)

• Controller’s interconnection variables: A key feature of DUB-LB is that it employs a neighborhood coordination scheme in which controllers exchange information with their neighbors in each sampling period. To represent the information exchange between
the controllers, each controller also has input and outK
(k) and
put interconnection variables. We use v i,j
K
wi,j (k) to represent the input and output interconnection variables of controller C i,j , respectively. It is
noted that the interconnection variables among controllers are related to but different from the interconnection variables among processors. We derive the interconnection variables among controllers as a key part
of the controller design in Section 4.4.

The nominal model (6) captures the system dynamics in an
ideal case under which there is no difference between actual
and estimated utilization of the tasks.

4.2. Control Variables
Before describing the control design, we first introduce
several important variables used in our control design. In
this paper, we use Ci,j to denote the controller located on
the processor Pi,j .
• Optimization variables: Optimization variables are
those that need to be minimized by the controllers.
According to the problem formulation of utilization
control (1), the optimization variables of the controller
Ci,j on the processor P i,j include the difference between the utilization and its set point as well as the
change of estimated utilization. Formally,
1
(k) = ui,j (k) − λ,
zi,j

2
zi,j
(k) = ri,j (k).

4.3. Localized Feedback Control Loop
The architecture of a real-time cluster running DLB-UC
is illustrated in Figure 1. In the end of each sampling period [(k−1)Ts , kTs ], each controller performs the following
steps.

(7)

1. Information exchange among neighbors: The local
controller Ci,j calculates and then sends its output inK
terconnection variables w i,j
(k) to its neighbor controllers. The controller also receives the input interconK
(k) from its neighbor controllers.
nection variables v i,j

The first optimization variable is also the system output variable:
yi,j (k) = ui,j (k) − λ.

(8)

The second optimization variable, r i , j(k), is also the
controller output, which is computed by the controller
in the end of each sampling period.

2. Local Control computation: Before the local controller Ci,j computes its controller output, it needs two
inputs. The first input is output variable, y i,j (k). The
4
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Figure 1. DUC-LB Framework Overview(5 × 5 torus)
workload sensor (WS) measures utilization u i,j (k) in
the last sampling period and computes the system output yi,j (k). The other input is the controller’s inK
(k) received from the
put interconnection variables v i,j
neighbor controllers. The controller then executes the
control algorithm and generates the controller output
ri,j (k) for the actuator to adjust processor’s utilization.

4.4. Design of the Distributed Controller
In this work we apply a recently developed distributed
control design method [11] to design the distributed controller. This method extends the classic H ∞ optimal controller design [36] which aims to derive a controller to minimize the impact of disturbance on the system.
We first rewrite the nominal processor model (6) to the
form that can be handled in the distributed control framework. Because the utilization gains are unknown at design
time, we design the controller based on the nominal model.
We then provide stability analysis that proves the robustness
of the controller against variations in the utilization gains.
To reduce the number of variables, we first define the
spatial shift operator S as ( [11])

3. Utilization actuation: DUC-LB uses the admission
controller (AC) as the actuator. The actuator adjusts
the processor’s utilization locally according to the controller output. There are two ways to implement the actuator. First, the actuator can be implemented to reject
or admit tasks on the local processor based on the controller output independently from the load balancers.
This implementation is suitable to real-time clusters
which are equipped with existing load balancers that
cannot be modified. The second implementation reduces the overhead caused by task migrations by combining the decisions of the controller and the load balancer. In this case the actuator admits or rejects tasks
based on the outputs of both the local controller and the
load balancer. For instance, the load balancer wants
to request the neighbor processors migrating tasks to
the local processor, while the local controller wants to
reject tasks from the local processor. Under such scenario the actuator may effectively reject the incoming
tasks by not sending the request for task migration to
the neighbors.

i−1,j
i,j
i+1,j
i,j
(k) = vi+1,j
(k), S−1
(k) = vi−1,j
(k), (10)
Sx vi,j
x vi,j
i,j−1
i,j
i,j+1
i,j
(k) = vi,j+1
(k), S−1
(k) = vi,j−1
(k).
Sy vi,j
y vi,j

Through spatial shift operator, the neighbor processor’s
output interconnection variables can be represented by the
local processor’s input interconnection variables because
the local processor’s output interconnection variables simply equal its neighbor processors’ input interconnection
variables. Considering that the utilization of the local processor is just the output interconnection variables, we can
characterize the relation between output and input interconnection variables as
wi,j (k) = ΔS vi,j (k) = [1, 1, 1, 1]T ui,j (k),

DUC-LB assumes that the communication delay of the
interconnection variables is negligible when compared to
the sampling period. This assumption holds in many clusters as they usually use high-speed networks to connect the
processors. In addition, more significant network delays can
be modeled as non-ideal channel between processors [20]
and incorporated in the DUC-LB framework.

(11)

−1
where ΔS = diag(Sx , Sy , S−1
x , Sy ).
Since the input interconnection variables of the processor Pi,j are composed of the output interconnection variables of its neighbor, and the output interconnection variables of Pi,j are wi,j (k), we can rewrite the nominal model
of the processor (6) to accommodate distributed control de-
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sign as follows
⎧
ui,j (k + 1) =(1 − 4κ)ui,j (k) + κ[1, 1, 1, 1]vi,j (k)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
+ ri,j (k)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ ΔS vi,j (k) =[1, 1, 1, 1]T ui,j (k)
.
⎪
yi,j (k) =ui,j (k) − λ(k)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
zi,j
(k) =ui,j (k) − λ(k)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
2
zi,j (k) =ri,j (k)
(12)
The model (12) has the form of standard H ∞ control
problems except for the interconnection variables. The distributed controller design method adopted in this work extends the classic solution of H ∞ problem to deal with these
interconnection variables [9–11]. The core of this design
method is a set of Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) which
are generated by the stability and performance requirements
(equation (82)-(84) in [11]). The distributed optimal controller can be constructed based on the results of these
LMIs. The procedure of distributed controller design has
been built in Matlab Multidimensional system toolbox [9].
The details of the theory and design method of distributed
control can be found in [9–11]. The controller derived by
distributed control theory has the general form as follows,
⎤⎡
⎤ ⎡ K
⎤
⎡
xi,j (k)
xi,j (k + 1)
BTK
AT T AK
TS
K
K
⎣ ΔS vi,j
(k) ⎦ = ⎣ AK
(k)⎦ , (13)
AK
BSK ⎦ ⎣vi,j
ST
SS
K
k
K
CT
CS D
ri,j (k)
yi,j (k)

sis, we assume that all processors in the real-time cluster share the same utilization gain, that is, g i,j = g and
= hi−1,j
= hi,j+1
= hi,j−1
= h. This is a reasonhi+1,j
i,j
i,j
i,j
i,j
able assumption for many clusters composed homogenous
processors that process similar service requests. Thus it is
necessary to validate the stability of the controller for uncertain utilization gains.
What following is the main steps of the stability analysis
of DUC-LB under uncertain utilization gains.

where xi,j (k) is the state of the controller, and v K (k) is
the input interconnection variables of the controller. The
interconnection variables of neighbor controllers also have
K
K
(k) = ΔS vi,j
(k). Our controller
the relationship: wi,j
K
computes the interconnection variables v i,j
(k) and ri,j (k)
by solving Equation (13) based on the method presented
in [10]. We note that the controller has the same interconnection structure as that of the load balancer, that is, both of
them receive and send their interconnection variables from
or to the neighbors. This coordination among neighbor controllers enable DUB-LB to achieve system stability despite
the dynamics caused by load balancing.

We present the main result of our stability analysis in the
following theorem.

1. Derive the controller based on the nominal processor
model (12) with a fixed diffusive constant κ according
to the distributed control design method presented in
Section 4.4.
2. Construct the closed-loop system model by combining
the controller derived in Step 1 and the nominal processor model. We denote this closed-loop system as
the nominal closed-loop system.
3. Substitute the unitary utilization gains in nominal
closed-loop model derived in Step 2 to the actual utilization gains g and h. We denote such closed-loop
system as the actual closed-loop system.
4. Finally, derive stability region of the actual closedloop system under the diffusive constant κ, that is, the
region of varied utilization gains g, h in which closedloop system is stable.

Theorem 1. Under a fixed diffusive constant κ, the DUCLB with varied utilization gains, h and g, is stable whenever
θ1 ≤ h ≤ θ2 and γ1 ≤ g ≤ γ2 if the four corner systems
which have parameters (h = θ 1 , g = γ1 ), (h = θ2 , g =
γ1 ), (h = θ2 , g = γ2 ), and (h = θ1 , g = γ2 ) satisfy the
LMI conditions given in [10] for some fixed values of the
scaling matrices.
Note that this is a sufficient but not necessary condition.
In the following we only sketch the key idea of the proof of
Theorem 1 due to the space limit. The details can be found
in an extended version of this paper [15]. We observe that
the LMI conditions, which ensures the stability in controller
design, depend linearly on g and h. Therefore, by continuity
of the eigenvalues of matrices, if the stability conditions of
nominal closed-loop system is derived, such conditions are
also hold in a neighborhood of of the nominal closed-loop
system. Theorem 1 provides a way to explore the stability
region of DUC-LB only through probing four points in the
region. Because both utilization gains, g and h, in DUC-LB
are determined by the actual execution time of the tasks, we
can use this result to validate the stability of DUC-LB when

4.5. Stability Analysis
In the context of DUC-LB, a stable system refers to one
in which the utilization of every processor converges to the
set point. According to design procedure of distributed
control, if the LMIs representing performance and stability
are feasible, the distributed controllers can guarantee stability. However because the DUC-LB controller is derived
based on the nominal model in which assumes all utilization gains to be 1, we still need to prove system stability
under uncertain utilization gains. To simplify our analy6

deviation between actual and estimated execution time occurs. As an example of application of Theorem 1, when
the DUC-LB is designed based on the diffusive constant,
κ = 0.2, a numerical computation in Matlab shows that stability holds for 0.8 ≤ g, h ≤ 1.1. We apply the stability
analysis to a more complex example in Section 5.3.

cessor with a lower utilization requests tasks from neighbors with higher utilizations. Compared to the Sender Initiated Diffusive (SID) algorithm, RID not only achieves
higher performance but also scale more effectively [34]. We
set the transferring threshold to 0.01, i.e., half of a task’s estimated utilization. If the difference of utilization between
two neighbor processors is less than 0.01, task migration
will not be performed to avoid possible overbalancing. The
load balancing and the control loop share the same sampling
period of 20000 ticks. The optimization weights in the optimization objective (1) are p 1 = 0.1 and p2 = 1.0. Except
when explicitly mentioned otherwise, the diffusive constant
κ = 0.2.
To evaluate the stability of DUC-LB, the average execution time of the task T i can be tuned by execution-time
factor etfi (k) = ai (k)/ci , where ai (k) and ci are the average and estimated execution times of task T i , respectively.
The actual execution times of the instances of the task are
uniformly distributed in the range of (0.8a i (k), 1.2ai (k)).
Unless mentioned otherwise, all the tasks on a processor
share a same execution-time factor etf (k). Thus the utilization gains, g and h, equal to etf (k). During a simulation
the execution-time factor can be either constant or changed
dynamically.

5. Performance Evaluation
In this section we first describe the simulation setup and
and baseline algorithm for performance comparison. We
then evaluate the performance and stability of DUC-LB under a wide range of dynamic workloads.

5.1. Simulation Setup
Our simulation environment consists of a real-time cluster simulator and a set of distributed controllers. The realtime cluster simulator is implemented in C++ based on RTSim [5] which is a simulation library for real-time systems.
The real-time cluster simulator implements a set of interconnected processors each composed of a load balancer, a
workload sensor, an admission controller, a scheduler, and a
workload generator. The tasks on each processor are scheduled by the EDF algorithm [23]. The distributed controllers
are implemented in Matlab using the Multidimensional system toolbox [9]. The real-time cluster simulator and the
distributed controller communicate through Matlab APIs.
At the beginning of the simulation, the real-time cluster simulator initializes the distributed controllers. At the
end of each sampling period, the simulator collects the processors’ utilization and then calls the controllers. Each
controller Ci,j sends its output interconnection variable to
its neighbor controllers, receives the input interconnection
K
variables vi,j
from neighbor controllers, and executes the
control algorithm. The controller also returns its output
ri,j (k) to the real-time cluster simulator which in turn calls
the admission controller to adjust the processors’ utilization.
In our experiments, every task has a period of 2000 ticks
(the time unit of the simulations) and an estimated utilization of 0.02, although their actual utilization may be different from the estimated one and vary at run time. Each task
has a relatively small utilization to simulate real-time clusters that handle high volume of requests. While utilization
bound of EDF is 1.0 under ideal conditions [23], we use 0.8
as the set point to provide additional overload protection
against workload variations.
In the following experiments, the real-time cluster consists of 25 processors connected by a network with a 2dimension torus topology, as shown in Figure 1. The load
balancer on every processor runs the Receiver Initiated Diffusive (RID) [34] algorithm. With the RID algorithm, a pro-

5.2. Baseline Algorithm
We use FCU-LB as the baseline for performance comparison. FCU-LB is a straightforward extension of a singleprocessor utilization control algorithm called FC-U algorithm [24]. With FCU-LB every processor has its own controller designed running the FC-U algorithm. Each controller computes its control output based only on the local
processor’s utilization, i.e., the controllers do not communicate with each other. FCU-LB may work well when task
migration is rare, because under such scenario the system
can be seen as an aggregation of isolated individual processors on which the performance of FC-U has been validated
by previous research [24]. However, when task migration
occurs frequently due to load balancing, the performance of
FCU-LB may degrade sharply. Note that we can not compare DUC-LB against an existing distributed control algorithm such as DEUCON [32] and DFCS [28] because both
of them have additional requirements on the task model.
Specifically, DEUCON requires task rates to be adjustable,
and DFCS assumes that tasks have multiple service levels.
In contrast, DUC-LB supports a more general task model
without those restrictions.

5.3. Steady Execution Times
This set experiments evaluate the performance of DUCLB when task execution times deviate from estimation. Al7
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Figure 3. Average Utilization and Deviation of
DUC-LB When Execution-time Factor Varies
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the deviation is less than 0.05 but increases significantly after that. If we consider the performance of DUC-LB acceptable when the deviation is less than 0.05, these results show
that DUC-LB maintains desired utilization from etf = 0.2
to etf = 1.28. This range covers our analytical result that
the system is stable between etf = 0.8 and etf = 1.1 at
κ = 0.2. This is consistent with the claim that the analytical
result is only sufficient but not necessary.

250

Time(period)

(b) FCU-LB
Figure 2. Utilization of DUC-LB and FCU-LB
at etf = 1.1

though all tasks share a fixed execution-time factor etf
in each run, different processors still experience different utilizations because of randomized execution times.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the utilization of three processors.
Processors Pu , Pe and Pc are located on the upper-left corner, the upper-center, and the center of the real-time cluster,
respectively. At the beginning of the execution, etf is set to
1.1, i.e., the average execution time of the tasks is 110% of
their estimation. As a result all processors are over-utilized.
DUC-LB dynamically adjusts a processor’s utilization by
rejecting tasks. After 10T s , the difference between the average utilization and the set point becomes less than 0.01,
while the standard deviation of the utilizations of all processors is less than 0.03. As predicted in our stability analysis,
the system maintains stable under κ = 0.2 and etf = 1.1.
For comparison we also plot the utilization of FCU-LB under the same workloads in Figure 2(b). In sharp contrast to
DUC-LB, FCU-LB causes the utilization to oscillate drastically resulting in an unstable system. This is because the
controllers in FCU-LB are not designed to handle the dynamics caused by load balancing. This result demonstrates
the importance of incorporating load balancing in the system model and design of utilization control algorithms.
To examine the performance of DUC-LB under different
etf values, we plot the average and the standard deviation
of the utilizations under DUC-LB when etf increases from
0.2 to 2.0 in Figure 3. Every data point in the figure is
based on the utilization from 100T s to 300Ts to exclude the
transient response in the beginning of the run. As shown
in Figure 3, the average utilization remains close to the set
point for ef t values from 0.2 to 1.3 and deviates from the
set point for larger etf values. The deviation of DUC-LB
shows the similar pattern. From etf = 0.2 to etf = 1.28
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Figure 4. Stable Regions of DUC-LB, FCU-LB
and Analytical Result

To further investigate the stability properties of the algorithms, we evaluate the stability of the DUC-LB under a
range of parameter values, where 0.1 ≤ etf ≤ 2.5, 0.0 ≤
κ ≤ 0.24. The range of the diffusive constant, κ, is based
on the constraints of DLB (4). We still use deviation of
the utilization as the criteria of stability, that is, the system
is considered empirically stable if the standard deviation is
within 0.05 and the average utilization deviates set point
within 0.01. Figure 4 shows the empirical stable region of
DUC-LB. For comparison we also plot the empirical stable
region of FCU-LB, as well as the analytical stable region
predicted by Theorem 1. Among these regions, the empirical stable region of DUC-LB is the largest. The analytical
region of DUC-LB is inside the empirical stable region of
DUC-LB. Again this is because the stability condition provided by Theorem 1 is sufficient but not necessary. The
difference between FCU-LB and DUC-LB is particularly
significant when both κ and etf are relative large. For ex8

ample when κ = 0.213, which is the optimal diffusive constant of our real-time cluster’s configuration [35], the stable
range of FCU-LB is 0.1 ≤ etf ≤ 0.68 while DUC-LB is
0.1 ≤ etf ≤ 1.28. The reason of poor performance of
FCU-LB is that it ignores the interaction between the processors caused by load balancing.
The different dynamic response of FUC-LB and DUBLB can be illustrated with a simple example. Assuming a
processor P has utilization 0.72 and each of its 4 neighbors
have utilization of 0.85. The set point of utilization is 0.8.
The FCU-LB increases utilization of P without considering
the effect of load balancing because the measured utilization
is less than the set point. But when κ is greater than 0.16,
the tasks transferred from the neighbors via load balancing
over-utilizes the processor P . In contrast, the controllers
of DUC-LB exchange information with the neighbor controllers. Based on the exchanged information the DUC-LB
controller is able to find that the local processor utilization
will surpass the set point after load balancing and hence decreases the utilization of the local processor so as to maintain its desired utilization.

are caused by the different utilization gains which change
according to etf . The settling time after 100T s is shorter
because the utilization gains during interval [100T s, 200Ts ]
are larger than those in [200T s, 300Ts ] and hence the system is more responsive to admission control after 100T s .
Throughout the run DUC-LB achieves load balancing since
the deviation of all processors’ utilization is less than 0.02
when system is steady.
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Figure 6. Utilization when execution time fluctuates locally

The previous experiment represents a scenario with
global load fluctuation. We now repeat the experiments under local load fluctuations. Only the tasks on the processor
Pc (in the center of the cluster) change their execution times
at run time in this experiment. Note that such local load
fluctuations cause significantly imbalanced load in the system. As shown in Figure 6, DUC-LB still maintains desired
utilization under local load fluctuation. This result demonstrates that DUC-LB can effectively handle the significant
dynamics of load balancing caused by local fluctuation in
system load.

5.4. Varying Execution Times
In this experiment we demonstrate that DUC-LB can
maintain desired utilization under varying execution times.
We change etf dynamically according to the predefined
profile in this experiment. In this profile, at the beginning
of each run etf is 0.5; at 100T s it increases abruptly to
0.9 which corresponds a 80% increase of execution time;
at time 200Ts etf drops to 0.3 causing a 67% decrease in
execution time.

6. Conclusions
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We have presented DUC-LB, a novel distributed utilization algorithm designed for large-scale real-time clusters
operating in dynamic environments. DUC-LB has several
salient features. First, it is the first distributed utilization
control algorithm that handles the dynamics of load balancing, which is a common feature of modern clusters. Second, it employs a localized control structure that can scale
effectively in large clusters. Finally, DUC-LB is rigorously
designed based on recent advance in distributed control theory. Stability analysis and simulation results demonstrate
that DUC-LB can dynamically enforce desired utilization
set points under a range of dynamic workloads.
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Figure 5. Utilization under DUC-LB when execution times fluctuate globally

Figure 5 illustrates the utilization of DUC-LB. We observe that DUC-LB enforces the utilization set point even
under significant load variations. At time 100T s, the increase in task execution times causes all processors to be
overloaded. DUC-LB responds to the load increase by rejecting tasks and then the utilization returns to set point
within 10Ts . At time 200Ts , etf drops, causing the system
underutilized. DUC-LB responds by admitting more tasks
and the utilization re-converges after a settling time of 60T s .
The difference in the settling times after 100T s and 200Ts
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